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Alternative Pop-Rock Songs from a Hungarian-Danish-American musical heart 11 MP3 Songs POP: 70's

Pop, ROCK: Modern Rock Details: BIO Five years old he began to read notes and play the accordion -

Hungarian, Czechoslovakian and German folk music, as well as international evergreens. In1972, he was

studying classical flute and piano at Budapest Conservatory in Hungary for five years. After graduating,

instead of classical music he picked up the guitar and played pop rock music in various bands. In 1975

passed an exam in a school of Entertaining on Piano. Again as a keyboard-player he was on the road for

10 years in western-Europe with different groups (playing Rock, Country, R&B, Pop, Entertaining music).

In 1984 settled down in Denmark, where in 1988 had a daughter, Marie He makes living by entertaining

at private parties, and in the sparetime by composing music. REVIEWS: Attila Kovacs comes along once

in a lifetime. This Danish genius writes a song that is so good, that we lose our minds. We don't know why

this happens once in a while, but we suspect it is plainly because the music is so esoterically 

pro-attractively creative, as to be lost  found in the post modern atmosphere of the 21st century "UFO

Lady" is so hopefully intrinsic  heart felt like nothing since; The song we heard way back in the 70's or

80's that was so fantastically great is like this song. Via horns to composition ; Synthesis to vocal

arrangement; Compositional lyrical zeal  subtle ultra melodic underpinnings that are faultlessly 

unendingly brilliant.This is Attila Kovacs. So far beyond genre style let alone history, that it's a vague

notion it affects his musical roots; Though he may differ, when he allows us to interview him. This Danish

sleeping giant is a mainstream hero of the independent European, Asian  American underground, who

intrinsically through his music transmigrates to every sonic plateau that one could audio-rainbow-sonically

imagine; All men, woman  beings of the universe. In post orgasmic meltdown, Attila reached the shores of

the pure land of pop. There one finds an amazing breathtaking majesty, nuance  all too subtle coersion in
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his muse. His purely beatific talent  manifestation of art via modern pop music is Attila Kovacs in his

everyday muse in the three dimensional temporal world. Unbelievable, but true. The fact that as abstract

artist prone to independence within the framework of commerce; Attila Kovacs has all of the humility 

unspoken valor that populate a man of complex emotional, exotic  imaginative senses. In song, life , love,

philosophy  presence of soul, Attila simply stuns. Attila Kovacs music, is so purely joyful from the

perspective of the soul that lasts forever; Its innate bliss  ecstasy is imbibed through the artistry  talent of

Attila. We just listened to the sample of "UFO" a million times; Essentially we are musically satisfied until

we find another fascinating tune from Attila Kovacs "UFO Lady" is the beginning of a long line of past 

future spotlights, highlights ; Leading to a visionary, altruistic, plethora of dynamics  musical passion, that

is eternally-Kovacs. We are on board of a musical sonic Nirvana. From dimensional planets  systems of

infinity; Surely perpetuated by such stone God-good artists as Attila Kovacs, let us journey onward. Attila

Kovacs based upon "UFO" alone; Decidedly delightful  promising in work of art. Wimsical  deep at the

same time, as life is on this world. Attila's work is a charming fanciful feat of panoramic subtle

craftsmanship  adoration. An absolute gem of a pop tune. We are basically speechless. A review from

United Global Artist, u-g-aUSA ------------------------------------------------------------------------ "Attila, In a post

911 world of much despair, anguish, and loss of hope, your music has been a daily comfort for me and

my soon to be wife. You see, your song Heaven made me realize what is most important in life. Recently

I was run over by a semi-truck and lost both of my legs. Before my incident I thought I was invincible, but

now I have learned how important it is to have strong relationships with the ones you love. This song

inspired me to go out on a limb and take a chance. I proposed to my girlfriend just this last week. She

said Yes! Your song Heaven soldified my vision of a long, loving marriage with my true love Mary. With all

the love God has given me to give, James" A fan from USA

------------------------------------------------------------------------ I like how you have your vocals out there..A shade

more snare on the chourus...make it a shade snappier..This is masterable for sure. Great dynamics! Nice

concept..this is the future for music IMHO! I like! Uo Lady's a badass tune. I would love to check out the

whole cd. Downloading holiday now from your site. Great writing and concept. It is a fine work of art. I

love many tracks, with the mastering emphises I can indroduce the full emotion of your great voice will be

realized. This is a project that should be heard world wide. I would like to change the order of the tracks

some. What an album! Your singing will embarass Pal WAAKTAAR. You sure he did not take vocal



lessons from you? (Ah HA!) Track 6 has me in tears. I hear the possibilities on my end. Track order could

be changed...?? I hear a different presentation in the track order. You are a great talent! Your vocal talent,

the flute work , arrangements, and the captures are impeccable. Attila, I use to work with many serious

producers. You are the light back to those experiences..as I consider you a serious producer. A shade

more "pad clicks" on the Flute and the air across the blowhole is always appreciated. Bill Roberts,
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